Error analysis of spin measurement using synchro-ballistic method is presented in this paper. Error in the spin measurement varies as the projections of marker move away from axis of symmetry, and the reason for variation of error is explained. An improvement to synchro-ballistic method is proposed for spin measurement, which reduces the error in measured spin, and an algorithm for implementation of same is provided. Results of improved synchroballistic method are compared with the theoretical estimation of spin from muzzle velocity.
INTRODUCTION
The projectiles fired from different weapons move through subsonic, transonic or supersonic flow regimes during its flight. The complex interaction of the flow field with the projectile affects the stability of the projectile 1 . Spin imparts aerodynamic stability to the projectile [2] [3] [4] and hence is an important aspect from the perspectives of its design and development. The analysis and prediction of trajectory of spinning projectiles has been a subject of investigation since decades 5, 6 . It is very essential to measure the spin rate of projectile moving in air. Methods used for spin measurement are cameras [7] [8] [9] and Doppler radar [10] [11] [12] . Another way to measure spin of projectiles is using the principle of induced electro-motive force (emf) in which the pickup coil generates a sinusoidal wave as the projectile passes over it 13 . Synchro-ballistic method has been used to find motion parameters of projectiles in flight [7] [8] [9] 14 . But, none of the previous works have dealt with analysing the error in measured spin, or developing a method of spin measurement so as to reduce the error in measured spin.
In synchro-ballistic method 7 , spin is measured by taking the projection of a particular marker on the projectile surface, onto image plane, in a particular time interval. In this method a bright marker is put on projectile surface. The high speed camera is placed orthogonal to the line of fire of the projectile at an offset from muzzle of the gun; keeping in mind that projectile is well illuminated by ambient light or artificial light as seen from the camera, as shown in Fig. 1 . When the projectile is fired from the gun, the camera is triggered using an external trigger device and records the desired images in the field of view (FOV) of the camera. After recording is done, the desired images are extracted and analysed for spin measurement. For a gun having rifling, spin can be obtained from muzzle velocity using the following equation 15 ( )
where V, n, l are muzzle velocity (m/s), number of start and axial distance travelled by projectile in one complete rotation inside the barrel (m), respectively. The l n ratio is also known as pitch of rifling or barrel twist rate (BTR).
SYNCHRO-BALLISTIC METHOD
The projection of the marker on the projectile surface is taken on object plane as shown in Fig. 2 . The angle 1 θ , which the marker makes with the axis of symmetry at time t 1 is calculated thereof. Similarly angle 2 θ at time t 2 is calculated. The arc PQ is the distance travelled by the marker in time t s. Thus we have
where 2 1 tt t =− is the time considered for calculating spin. The projection of marker on the vertical axis follows a simple harmonic path.
The application of spin measurement using Eqn. (1) is suitable only to projectiles for rifled guns at the muzzle exit. But the improved synchro-ballistic method is valid for projectiles for all types of guns. When considered for rifled guns for calculation of spin of projectile at muzzle exit, the method in Eqn. (1) performs better due to its simplicity in application, while the proposed method employs a complex setup of high speed cameras aligned parallel to the trajectory of projectile.
ERROR ANALYSIS IN SYNCHRO-BALLISTIC METHOD
As the frame rate chosen for image acquisition is very high (typically >10000 fps), the time for acquisition of image sequence is too small (<100 ms). Thus it is assumed that spin of the projectile doesn't vary over time in the frames of the acquired video. The image plane is assumed to be parallel to the trajectory of the projectile. Thus, the distance Ds i between the projections of one edge of marker onto the image plane within i th inter-frame time decreases as the marker moves away from the axis of symmetry in the image as shown in Fig. 3 .
The arc PQ (Fig. 3) is the distance travelled by one edge of marker. let the displacement of marker along the circumference of projectile be Do i in i th inter-frame time t i , and the corresponding angular displacement of marker is θ . As the angular velocity is assumed to be constant for the duration of captured frames, thus θ is same for all four cases (Fig. 3) . But the projection of arc is different (Do 1 <Do 2 <Do 3 <Do 4 ). For simplicity, Do 3 and Do 4 are not shown in figure. Proposition-1: The error in spin measurement increases as the projection of markers move away from axis of symmetry.
Proof: let ∆t i be the projection of distance of marker on object plane in (i-1) th frame to i th frame. Magnification is given by
where I is distance in image plane, and O is distance in object plane.
Distance Do i in object plane maps to distance Ds i in image plane, where i is a positive integer. Thus minimum error in distance measurement is the error due to least count of resolution of camera sensor i.e. one pixel. Thus error in linear displacement measurement is given by
where p is pixel pitch of the image sensor, and N x is number of pixels corresponding to Ds i distance.
The error in linear displacement ԑ dti , corresponds to error in measurement of angular displacement ( ) 
Equation (8) is maximum when 
, and thus can be written as 60
As Do i is reduced gradually, Ds i also reduces. Do i is positive real number, but Ds i is positive integer. Thus Ds i corresponding to Do i is obtained as Ds i = M*Do i by rounding off to nearest integer value. Thus, as Doi decreases, rounding-off error in Do i increases, due to which error in spin measurement increases. Thus proposition-1 is proved. Proposition-2 : The error incorporated in spin measurement is due to the limitation in resolution of displacement of marker position, in pixels, accounted by the fixed image sensor resolution, as markers move away from the axis of symmetry and/or due to lower angular velocity of projectile.
Proof: From Eqns (3) and (4), we have
Case-I: When M*Do i is ∞, x N =∞. This is the ideal case, which implies any Do i on object plane is always resolvable on image plane, if M is too large.
Case-II: M*Do i is reduced such that 1
, it appears that on image plane, there is no movement of the marker (ignoring sub pixel estimation). In this case, synchroballistic method fails. This implies that the synchro-ballistic method fails in either or both of the following two cases:
(ii) Do i is reduced to
This is the case when markers are considered at farthest distance from the axis of symmetry, and/or angular velocity of projectile is low. Case-III: M*Do i is reduced gradually up to a value such that x N1 > . In this case Do i is resolvable in N x number of pixels and spin can be obtained from the synchro-ballistic method with an error due to limitation of N x to resolve Do i on image plane. Hence, proposition-2 is proved.
IMPROVED SYNCHRO-BALLISTIC METHOD
The error incorporated in spin measurement as mentioned in proposition-2 can't be ignored when the error is significant. Spin is calculated over a large number of consecutive time intervals, assuming that the total time is very small such that spin variation over that time is negligible. In principle, spin measured for all the time intervals should be same, but due to error incorporated in measurement as proposed in proposition-1 and proposition-2, the spin measured are not same.
The average of any number of independent, identically distributed random variable follows normal distribution 17 . So, we can approximate all spin measurement values obtained, with normal distribution. The error can be minimised by averaging the spin values measured over a large number of consecutive time intervals.
Thus the spin can be obtained as
where t i and t i+1 are initial and final time at which projection of a particular marker is considered, and number of observation taken is 2k + 1. The limit of the counter i is taken from -k to k where i = 0 represents the frame interval with marker nearest to the axis of symmetry. Equation (9) can be viewed as the ensemble average value of spin values measured at the desired instant of time.
IMPLEMENTATION ALGORITHM FOR IMPROVED SYNCHRO-BALLISTIC METHOD OF SPIN MEASUREMENT
Optical flow is the distribution of apparent velocities of movement of brightness patterns in an image 18 . Techniques for estimating motion field are divided into two major classes: differential techniques 19 , and matching techniques 20 . A widely used differential algorithm 21 that gives good results is chosen for our implementation.
The implementation algorithm is proposed as follows: • Edges are extracted in projectile image using canny edge detector 22 . The largest edge segment gives the outer edges of the projectile.
• The minimum bounding rectangle fitting method 23 is applied onto the desired edge segment and thus diameter of the projectile can be obtained as the length of the minor axis of the projectile.
• To obtain the desired marker, optical flow technique is used. using Harris Corner detection 24 , one marker point is obtained in a defined region of interest (ROI), and then using optical flow, track of the marker is obtained within the selected ROI in an image. The perpendicular distance from selected marker to the axis of symmetry is obtained as D i in a particular frame. In the next frame, the distance D i+1 from the tracked marker to the axis of symmetry is obtained. Thus, we can calculate
• Spin can be calculated thereafter using modified synchroballistic method. The images obtained using the above algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 for three consecutive instance of time for a projectile.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The instantaneous spin is computed using Eqn (1), for six numbers of projectiles, as the projectile exits completely from the muzzle. The projectiles taken for experimentation are of 120 mm diameter. The pitch of the rifling of the barrel is 2160 mm. The setup used high speed camera with makePhotron, model-Fastcam SA-5. The camera was setup with a frame rate of 15000 fps, exposure time of 1 ms (with artificial illumination), and resolution of 896 x 512. High speed image sequence of projectile at the muzzle exit is captured. The translational motion of the points on the projectile is tracked using optical flow algorithm 21 . The Euclidian distance D (in pixels) between the tracked points is calculated. The velocity is obtained using the formula
where T is time between the considered consecutive images. Considering movement of marker point in two consecutive frames, spin is calculated for all the six rounds using the improved synchro-ballistic method. The method is repeated for a series of consecutive frames and all the spin values are averaged to give desired spin. As the average spin is calculated over a very short duration of time, it can be approximated as the instantaneous spin of projectile. Both the spin results are compared and shown in Tables 1-2, and Fig. 5 , from which it is validated that the improved synchro-ballistic method gives nearly same spin of projectile as obtained by spin measurement using barrel rifling. For simplicity, data for round number 4 is only provided in Table 2 .
The error bounds for spin are calculated by subtracting the spin values after deliberately introducing error of one pixel in measurement as shown in Eqn. (5) . The results are shown in Fig. 6 , which validates the proposition-1.
From Table 1 , it can be observed that the spin values have an error characterised by proposition-1 and propostion-2. The error can be minimised by averaging the spin values over a series of frames, which can be observed from Table 1 and Table 2 . From proposition-2, it can also be observed that the spin has increased percentage of error for lower spin projectiles.
For very high spin projectile, frame rate of image capture should be kept sufficiently high in order to keep the time interval appreciably small so that a particular marker will be available in a number of frames and that the marker will not be lost from image field of view within a few frames. 
CONCLUSION
The findings of error analysis in spin measurement using synchro-ballistic method are presented. It has been shown that the error in measured spin can vary significantly depending on the positions of the markers considered for spin measurement. It also explains the variation in error in spin measurement due to limitation in image sensor resolution and lower angular velocity of the projectile. The proposed method minimises the error in spin measurement and is validated with the spin estimated from muzzle velocity. In current study, he has conceptualised the work and contributed to the error analysis using synchro-ballistic method and the proposed method. He conceptualised and contributed to the programming aspects on implementation algorithm, and analysed the data and results.
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